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The companies affiliated to Çaycuma CCI has been visited in order to development of international trade
capacity by the project team.
A monitoring visit has been realized by
TOBB Project Specialist Merih GÜNEY
on the 14-15 March 2013.
The
ETCF-II
(
development
of
international trade capacity) Project that
carried out by Çaycuma CCI has been
visited by TOBB Project Specialist Merih
Güney.The visit has contributed greatly to
the activities that will take place later.

Some of the visited companies:
ESSEL Pulp and Paper Industry Trade Corporation Çaycuma Branch.The corporate headquarters in Kocaeli.The
firm has exported its own products to Kosovo, Syria, Israel, Ukraine, Algeria, Georgia, Armenia, Bulgaria,
Azerbaijan and Britain.
NAZAR construction, pvc, accessories, cleaning, food, commitment, industry and trade limited company.The
company has exported to germany only once.
ÇOLAKOĞLU MAVA furniture manufacturing, forest products, transportation, engineering, construction,
contracting, marketing company.the company takes part in domestic market.The company thinks to enter the
foreign market,due to the project attracted the attention of them.
KARADEMİR furniture, manufacturing, construction, industry and trade limited company.The company has
exports with Azerbaijan, Jordan, Lebanon, Dubai, Qatar, Algeria, France, Belgium, Greece, Malta and the United
Kingdom
DEN-KO furniture, manufacturing, building, construction, industry and trade limited company. The firm has export
activities with Libya, Iraq, Algeria and Azerbaijan.
SF chair factory, industry and trade limited company ,Çaycuma Branches.The corporate headquarters is in
Karabük.This company has exported to Azerbaijan, Cyprus, northern Iraq, Libya and Germany. It thinks trying to
increase these countries.

The meeting of the project of development of international trade capacity prepared in accordance with'' Civil
Society Dialogue -The EU-Turkey Chambers Forum-II: EU-Turkey Chambers Partnership Grant Scheme'' has
generated interest in the media.
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